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BCD: Did you evaluate any competitive products?

Stewart: “We looked at several different tools, but it finally came down
to WebSmart and WebSphere.  WebSmart has a much faster
ramp up than WebSphere, plus we could be productive with
our existing AS/400 RPG programming staff.”

BCD: Was WebSmart easy to use?

Stewart: “It was a piece of cake!”

BCD: What are a few things you really like about it?

Stewart:  “We received excellent support and excellent training. 
WebSmart is easy to use and the manuals are easy to
understand and no hardware upgrade was necessary.

And, WebSmart produced 100% of the generated code.”

BCD: How much traffic do these sites see?

Stewart: “A large part of our business is seasonal. We are starting to
open over 700 stores for the Thanksgiving and Christmas
season and these stores have kiosks.  We are getting orders
in all the time.  In our business, there is no room for error.
These WebSmart applications are working fabulously well for
us.”  

BCD: Are you using any other BCD products?

Stewart: “We are now.  After we started using WebSmart, we bought
Nexus, the portal for WebSmart.  We also have Docu-Mint
and ProGen Plus.”

BCD: Did BCD’s Technical Support team give you satisfactory
answers when you called them?

Stewart: “Absolutely.  Their support is wonderful.  They know the
product, and they always have an answer to whatever
question we ask them.”  

BCD: What would you like to tell others about your
experience with WebSmart?

Stewart: “Sometimes IT professionals invest needless hours
performing due diligence, trying to find the right product to fit
a specific need.  WebSmart has to be the best kept secret in
the AS/400 world, otherwise everyone would be using it.”

BCD: Please grade your experience with BCD and WebSmart
using the scale A through F.

Stewart: “Is there a grade higher than A?  How about an A+++.”
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